We consider the lattice of subsemigroups of the general linear group over an Artinian ring containing the group of diagonal matrices and show that every such semigroup is actually a group.
Introduction
Let R be an associative ring with unit, R * be its multiplicative group, J = J(R) be its Jacobson radical. Let G = GL(n, R) be the general linear group of degree n over R and D = D(n, R) be its subgroup of diagonal matrices. For a matrix g ∈ GL(n, R) we denote by g ij its entry in the position (i, j) , so that g = (g ij ), 1 i, j n . As usual g −1 = (g ′ ij ) stands for the inverse of g , e denotes the identity matrix.
Consider a square array σ = (σ ij ), 1 i, j n , consisting of n 2 twosided ideals in R . This array is called a net over R of degree n [1] , if σ ir σ rj ⊆ σ ij for all values of the indices i, j, r . A net σ is called a D -net if σ ii = R for all i.
For a given net σ , we put M (σ) = {a = (a ij ) ∈ M(n, R) : a ij ∈ σ ij for all i, j}.
The largest subgroup of GL(n, R) contained in the multiplicative semigroup e + M (σ) is called the net subgroup of GL(n, R) , corresponding to the net σ [1] , and is denoted by G(σ) .
The lattice of subgroups of the general linear group over a field containing the group of diagonal matrices was described by Z.I.Borewicz in [2] . Later this result was generalised by Z.I.Borewicz and N.A.Vavilov to the case of semilocal rings (recall that a ring R is called semilocal, if the factor-ring R/J(R) is Artinian). The next theorem was proved in [8] (see [3] for a preliminary version).
Theorem 1.
Let R be a semilocal ring such that the decomposition of the factor-ring R/J(R) in the direct sum of simple Artinian rings does not include either fields containing less than seven elements, or the full matrix ring M(2, F 2 ) . Then for every intermediate subgroup F, D(n, R) F GL(n, R) , there exists a unique D -net σ over R of degree n such that G(σ) F N (σ) , where N (σ) is the normaliser of the net subgroup G(σ) in GL(n, R) .
A number of articles (see the surveys [9] , [10] ) was devoted to the description of lattices of subgroups in Chevalley groups (or their extensions by diagonal automorphisms) containing a maximal split torus.
One can try to describe the lattice of intermediate subsemigroups of the general linear group over a ring containing the group of diagonal matrices. In Panin general this lattice is larger than the lattice of intermediate subgroups, as follows from the next result which was proved in [4] .
Theorem 2. For all nets σ over a ring R G(σ) = GL(n, R) ∩ (e + M (σ)) if and only if for every natural number n and every ideal a in R the matrix ring M(n, R/ a ) is Dedekind finite, i.e. every element in M(n, R/ a ) that has a one-sided inverse must have a two-sided inverse.
In the present paper we show that there is a case when the lattice of intermediate subsemigroups is equal to the lattice of intermediate subgroups.
Hereafter an Artinian ring stands for right or left Artinian ring. The following result is announced in the title of the paper.
This proposition is a consequence of Theorem 3, which is the main result of this paper.
If a ∈ G = GL(n, R) , then the set of elements from the semigroup generated by a and D = D(n, R) which are of the form ω = ω 1 . . . ω m , where ω i = a for some i, is a semigroup denoted by a, D . 
Proof of the main theorem
The scheme of our proof of Theorem 3 is the following. First, we establish the result for skew fields. This part requires some technical work. Then we immediately obtain the result for simple and semisimple Artinian rings. At last, we complete the proof considering "subradical" matrices.
In what follows we suppose that n 2 .
1
o . Let R = T be a skew field. If G is a finite group, then it is obvious that each subsemigroup of G is a subgroup, so we shall assume hereafter that T is infinite.
Let a ∈ GL(n, T ) and fix a pair of indices i, j . By a(i, j) we denote the matrix in M(n − 1, T ) obtained from a after eliminating its i th row and j th column. Further, the group GL(n − 1, T ) is injected to the group GL(n, T ) by the correspondence
We do not distinguish a and its image i(a) , considering a as an element of GL(n, T ) .
The following assertion is of course well known (especially when T is commutative). We present its proof for the sake of completeness.
is nonzero if and only if the matrix a(i, j) is invertible.
Proof.
First, let i = j . Without loss of generality we can assume that
The case of distinct i and j is easily reduced to the already considered one, since we can multiply a by the matrix of the permutation (ij) .
Corollary. If a ∈ GL(n, T ) , then there exists a permutation ρ ∈ S n such that a iρi = 0 for every i.
Since a is invertible, there exists an index j such that a 1j a ′ j1 = 0 . From Lemma 1 it follows that the matrix a(1, j) is invertible. Now argue by induction on n . Now we can start to prove Theorem 3 in the case of skew fields. Given a matrix a ∈ G, we shall find a matrix in a, D which has more zero entries than a , and then proceed by induction. At first we have to get rid of "superfluous" zeros.
Lemma 2. If a ∈ G, then a, D contains a matrix with all diagonal entries being nonzero.
By the Corollary from Lemma 1 there exists a permutation ρ ∈ S n such that a iρi = 0 for every i. Proof. Let's call m th row of the matrix a good if a mm = 0 and from a mj = 0 it follows that a mr a rj = 0 for every r . We have to find a matrix b ∈ a, D with all rows being good. It is clear that if m th row of a is good, then the same is true for m th row of each matrix from a, D . Suppose that i th row of a is not good. It follows from Lemma 2 that we can assume a ll = 0 for every l . Consider the set I = {j : a ij = 0} . We shall argue by induction on |I| . By the assumption, I is not empty and i ∈ I . Suppose (ada) ij = 0 for every j ∈ I and d ∈ D . Then a ir a rj = 0 for every j ∈ I and every r , and we get a contradiction ( i th row of a is not good!). Therefore (ada) ij = 0 for some d ∈ D and j ∈ I , and then a ir a rj = 0 for some r . We can choose d ∈ D such that (ada) il = 0 for all l ∈ I and l = j , and (ada) ll = 0 for every l . Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to get a matrix b ∈ a, D with good i th row. We are ready to prove Theorem 3 for skew fields. Without loss of generality we can assume that the matrix a satisfies the conditions (i), (ii) from Lemma 4. Suppose that a ij = 0 for every i < l and j = i. We show how to find a matrix b ∈ a, D such that b ij = 0 for every i l and j = i.
Let d be a diagonal matrix and consider the matrix ada . We have
a ir d r a rj . Let I = {j : a lj = 0} . In order to obtain (ada) lj = 0 for all j = l , we get a system of linear equations over T r ∈Id r a rj = 0, j ∈ I ∪ {l} whered r = a lr d r , r ∈ I . As a homogeneous system of n − |I| − 1 equations with n − |I| variables, it must have a non-trivial solution. Since, by the assumption, a ′ lr = 0 for every r ∈ I , we see that this solution gives rise to an invertible diagonal matrix d . Theorem 3 for skew fields is proved.
2
o . It is clear that the assertion of Theorem 3 holds true for simple Artinian rings, i.e. full matrix rings over skew fields. And the generalisation of this result to semisimple Artinian rings is also immediate.
3
o . Let now R be a general Artinian ring. Denote by G J the principal congruence subgroup of G modulo J , i.e. the subgroup consisting of the matrices b ∈ G such that b ij ≡ e ij (mod J) . Since the factor-ring R/J is semisimple Artinian, for every a ∈ G there exists a matrix from a, D which belongs to G J . So we can suppose that a ∈ G J , and, further, that a ij = 0 for every i < l and
for every j = l . Since a ∈ G J , all its diagonal entries are invertible. Put
Since the radical of the Artinian ring R is nilpotent, we can argue by induction on the nilpotency exponent in order to obtain a matrix from a, D whose rows from first to l th coincide with the corresponding rows of the identity matrix. Now proceed by induction on l . Theorem 3 is proved in full generality. o . If R = k is a field (which is sufficiently large), then from Theorems 1 and 3 (and some results of [2] ) it follows that all intermediate sub(semi)-groups of G containing D are algebraic, i.e. they are just sets of k -rational points of Zariski closed sub(semi)groups in GL(n, k) , where k is the algebraic closure of k . The direct proof of this fact is still lacking (even for subgroups), and it is worth mentioning that each Zariski closed subsemigroup of an algebraic group is a subgroup, see, e.g. [6] .
4
o . If, again, k is a field, then the group D = D(n, k) is equal to the group of k -rational points of the group D(n, k) , which is a maximal split torus in GL(n, k) . Therefore it is natural to consider lattices of subsemigroups of G containing groups of k -rational points of other tori in GL(n, k) , see 5 o , 6 o below. We can also replace here GL by an algebraic group. It should be noted that Theorem 3 is not true for the special linear group SL(2, R) and the group SD(2, R) consisting of diagonal matrices with the determinant 1.
It is easy to verify that for a commutative Artinian ring R the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3 allow to establish that each intermediate subsemigroup of G containing the group of diagonal matrices with one fixed entry equal to 1 is a subgroup. On the other hand, for the group of diagonal matrices with two fixed entries equal to 1 it is not true.
6
o . Let K/k be a finite separable field extension of degree n . Consider the regular embedding of K into the full matrix ring M(n, k) and denote the image of the multiplicative group K * of K under this mapping by T . The group T is equal to the group of k -rational points of a maximal non-split torus in GL(n, k) .
The complete description of the subgroup lattice Lat(T, GL(n, k)) has been obtained for certain fields (e.g. local, finite), but for arbitrary fields only the case n = 2 has been considered; see [5] and references in [10] . It turns out that the structure of the lattice of intermediate subgroups for non-split tori is strikingly different from the split case, but, nevertheless, for n = 2 the lattice of intermediate subsemigroups coincides with the lattice of intermediate subgroups. Indeed, let g ∈ G, then it follows from Lemma 1 [5] that there exist t, t ′ ∈ T such that g −1 = tgt ′ .
